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The Bartonella gene transfer agent (BaGTA) is an
archetypical example for domestication of a phage-
derived element to permit high-frequency genetic
exchange in bacterial populations. Here we used
multiplexed transposon sequencing (TnSeq) and
single-cell reporters to globally define the core com-
ponents and transfer dynamics of BaGTA. Our sys-
tems-level analysis has identified inner- and outer-
circle components of the BaGTA system, including
55 regulatory components, as well as an additional
74 and 107 components mediating donor transfer
and recipient uptake functions. We show that the
stringent response signal guanosine-tetraphosphate
(ppGpp) restricts BaGTA induction to a subset of
fast-growing cells, whereas BaGTA particle uptake
depends on a functional Tol-Pal trans-envelope
complex that mediates outer-membrane invagina-
tion upon cell division. Our findings suggest that
Bartonella evolved an efficient strategy to promote
genetic exchange within the fittest subpopulation
while disfavoring exchange of deleterious genetic in-
formation, thereby facilitating genome integrity and
rapid host adaptation.
INTRODUCTION
Clonal populations typically deteriorate due to gradual loss of
fitness and eventual extinction caused by accumulation of
slightly deleterious mutations via genetic drift (Charlesworth
et al., 1993; Muller, 1964). This evolutionary mechanism, known
as Muller’s ratchet, appears to be the typical fate of pathogens
that thrive on complex infection cycles, including intracellular
parasitism (Iranzo et al., 2016; Moran, 1996), that experience
frequent population bottlenecks. One route of actual escape
fromMuller’s ratchet appears to be gene acquisition via horizon-Cell Systems 4, 611–621,
This is an open access article under the CC BY-Ntal gene transfer (HGT), resulting in either repair of a deleteriously
mutated gene by a functional copy or acquisition of new genes
that offsets the deleterious effects of accumulating mutations
(Takeuchi et al., 2014).
A prominent source of HGT in bacterial communities is gene
transfer agents (GTAs). GTAs are chromosomally encoded
DNA transfer systems that promote genetic exchanges between
individual cells through cell lysis and release of bacteriophage-
like intermediates. The current view is that a fraction of a bacte-
rial population sacrifices itself to serve as GTA donors, produc-
ing phage-like particles that are packed with a random portion
of their chromosomal DNA. The remaining part of the population
may act as recipient, taking up the particles and incorporating
the contained DNA into their chromosome (Figure 1A and for re-
view, see Lang et al., 2012). Considering the limited DNApacking
size of GTAs (less than the size of the locus encoding the GTA
function) and the apparent lack of sequence specificity, GTAs
are considered to be strictly vertically inherited. This is in
contrast to bacteriophages, which largely promote exchange
of phage-specific genes and are therefore self-transmissible. In
this respect, GTAs can be considered as a form of ‘‘domesti-
cated’’ prophage—that is, ancestrally derived from a bacterio-
phage genome but altered by the host to confer an adaptive
benefit—and thus represent one of many phage-derived adap-
tive functions observed in bacterial genomes (Bobay et al.,
2014; Hynes et al., 2016). It is, however, unclear how mainte-
nance of a system that can induce the lysis of individual cells
may still be beneficial to the entire population.
The alpha-proteobacterial genus Bartonella comprises an ex-
panding number of arthropod-borne pathogens (e.g., lice, fleas,
or keds) that share the ability to cause long-lasting intraerythro-
cytic infections in their mammalian reservoir hosts (Harms and
Dehio, 2012). Genomic sequence analysis has revealed that all
bacteria of the genus Bartonella are characterized by the pres-
ence of a Bartonella-specific GTA (BaGTA), which shares no ho-
mologies to previously described GTA systems. Interestingly,
BaGTA is encoded upstream from an origin of run-off replication
(ROR), another conserved feature of Bartonella genomes which
has been suggested to be linked to the activity of BaGTA. Phylo-
genetic analyses have identified BaGTA as a key innovationJune 28, 2017 ª 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 611
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Figure 1. Chromosomal Marker Exchanges during B. henselae
Co-culture
(A) Schematic model for BaGTA-mediated genetic exchange inBartonella. In a
three-stage process, induction of BaGTA in donor cells (blue) leads to host cell
lysis (purple) and release of BaGTA particles that are taken up by recipient
cells (green).
(B) Induction dynamics of the BaGTA locus as detected by FACS analysis of
gfp-bgtC reporter strain upon cultivation of Bartonella in M199. A subpopu-
lation of wild-type cells synchronously induces BaGTA locus (open circles)
leading to early and late peaks in GTA induction. BaGTA induction is absent in
cells expressing the constitutive active ppGpp synthase gene RelA1–455 from
E. coli, suggesting that elevated levels of ppGpp repress induction of BaGTA.
The mean values from a biological triplicate and their associated SEs are
displayed.
(C) Cell density upon cultivation in M199 is shown as a spline fit (dotted line,
purple) to the experimental growth data as determined by CFU counts. A
temporal decrease in viable cells around 10 and 30 hr indicates BaGTA-
induced cell lysis (early and late lysis). The mean values and associated SD
from a biological triplicate are displayed.
(D) Relative transduction dynamics as a function of the co-culturing time are
shown. The experimentally determined DNA uptake rate (transduction fre-
quency, open circles) follows a time-delayed function (black line) proportional
612 Cell Systems 4, 611–621, June 28, 2017associated with the spectacular adaptive radiation that char-
acterizes these zoonotic bacterial pathogens (Guy et al.,
2013). Although BaGTA has not been directly linked toBartonella
pathogenicity, it has been proposed to drive the exchange and
the diversification of host-interaction factors within Bartonella
communities such as the well-characterized VirB type IV secre-
tion system (T4SS) and its cognate Bartonella effector proteins
(Engel et al., 2012; Guy et al., 2012). Maintenance of BaGTA is
likely driven by selection to increase the likelihood of genetic
exchange and facilitates rapid adaptation to host-specific de-
fense systems during infection (Guy et al., 2013). In addition,
BaGTA may help Bartonella avoid Muller’s ratchet. As a faculta-
tive intracellular pathogen Bartonella experiences major trans-
mission bottlenecks throughout its infection cycle, both within
the arthropod and while breaching the mammalian host barriers
during invasion of erythrocytes. Exposure to host defensemech-
anisms such as reactive oxygen species likely results in the
accumulation of mutations within the pathogen’s chromosome.
Most acquired mutations are neutral, only very few evolve new
functions and possibly show beneficial effects, while a sizable
fraction of mutations will have deleterious effects resulting in
fitness losses.
Despite clear genomics-based arguments pointing to a central
role for BaGTA in Bartonella biology, direct experimental evi-
dence for its activity are scarce and the molecular mechanisms
underlying its activity and regulation have remained fully elusive.
Here, we have taken an experimental systems biology approach
based on multiplexed transposon sequencing (TnSeq) mea-
surements and single-cell reporter assays to globally define
the core components and transfer dynamics of the Bartonella
GTA system. Our analysis has identified inner- and outer-circle
components of BaGTA mediating donor transfer and recipient
uptake functions. Moreover, rather than being a random pro-
cess, we found that BaGTA specifically promotes genetic
exchange between the fittest subpopulation of cells, as the
stringent response signal guanosine-tetraphosphate (ppGpp)
restricts BaGTA induction to a subset of fast-growing cells.
RESULTS
The BaGTA System Is Transiently Induced within a
Subpopulation of Cells
Because the BaGTA locus is broadly conserved across
Bartonella species (Guy et al., 2012), we hypothesized that the
regulation of BaGTA is likely connected to the infection cycle
of these arthropod-borne pathogens. To characterize BaGTA
behavior across time in a population of Bartonella cells, we con-
structed a reporter strain carrying a transcriptional gfp fusion to
the phage-related tail collar gene (BH13960, renamed bgtC)
located at the BaGTA locus. We monitored single-cell BaGTA
expression dynamics upon growth in medium M199/10% fetal
calf serum (hereafter M199), a host cell-free system commonly
used to study the temporal progression of the Bartonellato the integrated GFP-expression rate of the first BaGTA induction peak (blue
dashed line), while the integrated GFP-expression rate of the second BaGTA
induction peak (cyan dashed line) does not contribute to detectable DNA
uptake. The mean values from a biological triplicate and their associated SEs
are displayed.
virulence program (Que´batte et al., 2013). Time-course anal-
ysis using flow cytometry (fluorescence-activated cell sorting
[FACS]) revealed that the gfp-bgtC reporter was heterogeneous-
ly expressed within a subpopulation of cells. While the majority
displayed no detectable fluorescence (off-state), we observed
a distinct subpopulation, corresponding to 6% of all cells, with
induced GFP reporter (on-state) (Figure 1B). This observation
is in accord with reports on the GTA systems in other species.
For example, similar heterogeneous induction of the prototypical
GTA system encoded by Rhodobacter capsulatus (RcGTA) sys-
tem within 0.1%–3% of all cells has been observed in
R. capsulatus (Fogg et al., 2012; Hynes et al., 2012).Whenwe fol-
lowed bgtC expression dynamics as a function of the M199
culturing time, we found that the BaGTA locus displayed a
bimodal expression pattern with a dominant early peak of
expression followed by a second less prominent peak at late
time points (Figure 1B). Taken together, these findings indicate
that upon M199 cultivation, BaGTA is induced in a synchronized
manner within a subpopulation of cells.
To gain quantitative insights into BaGTA induction, we
modeled the bgtC expression with an empirical function that
captures the observed trend of a latent induction phase leading
to an exponential increase in GFP reporter followed by an expo-
nential decay (STAR Methods) (Holder and Beauchemin, 2011).
Maximal BaGTA induction occurred 6.62 ± 0.44 hr post inocula-
tion with 14.1% ± 0.61% of all cells displaying GFP expression
(Figure 1B). BaGTA expression was followed by a sharp decay
in GFP signal intensity with a half-life of 66.8 min (+12.1, 8.8)
min. These kinetics are in agreement with previously published
transcription profiling of Bartonella henselae genes during hu-
man endothelial cell infection (Que´batte et al., 2010).
Furthermore, we noticed that the decay in early peak expres-
sion of the BaGTA locus coincides with a short time window
when, after an initial phase of rapid cell proliferation, cell number
temporally declines (Figure 1C), suggesting that induction of
BaGTA is interlinked with cell growth. To test whether the
observed decrease in GFP-positive cells could be caused by
cell lysis, we recovered cells in the GFP on- and off-state using
FACS and assessed their viability using a colony formation assay
(STAR Methods). BaGTA-induced cells showed a 5-fold
decrease in viability with less than 21% of all cells maintaining
the ability to formcolonies. This suggests that induction of BaGTA
produces an irreversible state change in many cells that commits
themto lysis.Accordingly, thesecond inductionpeakat timepoint
24hrpost co-cultivationalso resulted in cell lysis, as suggestedby
a drop in colony-forming unit (CFU) counts at the 30 hr time point
(Figure 1C). However, cell lysis associatedwith the second induc-
tion peak did not result in any detectable DNA uptake (Figure 1D)
as would be expected if the BaGTA particles were taken up by
recipients. This suggests that, while a small subpopulation of
cells is still capable of BaGTA induction and cell lysis, themajority
of the recipient cells fail to take up transducing particles after
the initial fast-growing state observed in the culture.
The BaGTA System Mediates High-Frequency
Chromosomal Exchange
The experimental system described above allowed us to
observe the expression of key genes involved in BaGTA induc-
tion across time, but it does not provide direct evidence ofBaGTA function, that is, evidence of genetic exchange between
individual bacteria. To directly observe BaGTA function, we co-
cultured two B. henselae strains chromosomally tagged with
either kanamycin or gentamycin antibiotic resistance markers
and measured the frequency of double-resistant clones using
a colony-forming assay (STAR Methods). After 36 hr of co-
culturing in the presence of the wild-type (WT) BaGTA system,
one out of 10,000 cells acquired both resistance markers (fre-
quency <104). A similar frequency was obtained when a WT
strain was cultivated in the presence of a BaGTA deletion mutant
(frequency <104). However, when co-culturing two BaGTA
deletion mutants, only background levels of double-resistant
bacteria were detected (frequency <107). Similarly, co-culturing
a WT strain tagged with a plasmid-encoded resistance together
with a BaGTA deletion mutant only resulted in background
levels of double-resistant bacteria (frequency <107). Absence
of genetic exchange for plasmid encoded resistance markers
indicated that BaGTA selectively transduces chromosomal
loci and excludes episomal DNA. We therefore reasoned that
an intact BaGTA is a prerequisite for high-frequency genetic
exchange of Bartonella and that genetic exchange via BaGTA
is restricted to chromosomal rather than plasmid DNA.
Next, we determined the temporal dynamics of BaGTA-medi-
ated HGT by following acquisition of antibiotic markers by
recipient cells (STAR Methods). After 12 hr of co-cultivation,
exchange of chromosomal antibiotic marker reached saturation.
We modeled BaGTA transduction data as a time-delayed func-
tion proportional to the integrated early BaGTA induction peak
(STAR Methods). The measured mean delay time between
peak expression and appearance of cells resistant to both
antibiotics was 162 (±21) min (Figure 1D and STAR Methods).
Thus, transduction of chromosomal loci occurs within a
time frame similar to the replication time of Bartonella (about
330 min [Riess et al., 2008]). In sum, these results demonstrate
that BaGTA mediates high frequency of chromosomal DNA ex-
change. Furthermore, induction of BaGTA is restricted to a syn-
chronized subpopulation of cells that promote genetic exchange
during a short period with fast cell proliferation.
The ppGpp Signaling Network Couples Induction of the
BaGTA System to Unrestricted Cell Growth
To define the cellular processes driving BaGTA expression,
we designed a series of multiplexed transposon sequencing
(TnSeq) experiments. TnSeq couples hypersaturated trans-
poson (Tn)mutagenesis with next-generation sequencing to pro-
file changes in genome-wide insertion patterns occurring upon
selection of large mutant pools (Christen et al., 2011; Christen
et al., 2016). We constructed a himar-based Tn probe and gener-
ated large input mutant libraries encompassing several hun-
dreds of thousands of insertion events (STAR Methods). In total,
we performed four TnSeq selection analyses under single and
co-culturing conditions (STAR Methods and Tables S1–S7).
For each selection (detailed in Table S1), we recovered between
35,321 and 88,565 unique Tn insertion sites across the 1.9 Mb
B. henselae genome (median insertion resolution: 6–15 bp).
Genome-wide Tn insertions statistics for all four selection exper-
iments are listed in Table S2. Cumulatively, we retrieved insertion
events for more than 46% (120,099 out of 256,618) of all possible
himar target sites displaying the obligate TA dinucleotide motif.Cell Systems 4, 611–621, June 28, 2017 613
Figure 2. Global Identification of Negative Regulators of BaGTA
(A) Differences in Tn insertions between a wild-type (wt) (blue marks) and a
DBaGTA strain (gray marks) are shown for a subset of the identified negative
regulators of BaGTA.
(B) Correlating with the induction of BaGTA, cellular ppGpp levels are lowest at
6 hr post inoculation in M199. The mean values from a biological triplicate and
their associated SEs are displayed.
(C) Genome-wide HGT mapped by TnSeq from the donor output library. The
global Tn insertion density fitted as bidirectional exponential decay functions
614 Cell Systems 4, 611–621, June 28, 2017We reasoned that having a prophage-like element such as
the BaGTA locus integrated in the bacterial genome requires a
sophisticated mechanism to repress lysis in most cells. In that
case, Tn insertions disrupting genes required for BaGTA repres-
sion would cause its constitutive activation and lead to elevated
rates of lysis. Consequently, this class of mutants would be
quickly outcompeted during outgrowth in M199 and lost.
However, in the absence of a functional BaGTA these mutants
would persist, as the deleterious phenotype of a constitutive
activated BaGTA would be alleviated. Using this rationale, we
performed multiplexed TnSeq outgrowth experiments with WT
and DBaGTA mutant cells (DbgtCD, STAR Methods). Across
the entire genome, 56 out of 1,612 protein-coding sequences
(3.47%) were essential in theWT background (Table S2) but spe-
cifically became dispensable in absence of a functional BaGTA
(Tables S3 and S6; STAR Methods). We hypothesized that these
genes build the regulatory network that restricts activation of
BaGTA to a subpopulation of cells during distinct stages of the
Bartonella infection cycle.
The most predominant difference in Tn insertions was
observed within spoT (79 in DBaGTA compared with 7 in WT,
Figure 2A and Table S3). The spoT gene encodes for an Rhs
guanosine-tetraphosphate synthase enzyme (ppGpp synthase).
SpoT consists of an N-terminal synthetase domain that cata-
lyzes the formation of the stringent response alarmone ppGpp
(Que´batte et al., 2013). The alarmone ppGpp functions by bind-
ing to target proteins, leading to bacterial cells shutting down
active growth and entering a dormant state that promotes sur-
vival (Steinchen and Bange, 2016). The regulatory TGS/CC/
ACT domains at the C terminus of SpoT inhibit ppGpp synthesis,
resulting in low ppGpp levels during phases of optimal cell
growth. In the DBaGTA background, the 79 Tn insertions within
spoT were scattered throughout the entire open reading frame
(ORF), whereas the seven Tn insertions recovered in the WT
were restricted to the TGS domain, leaving the entire synthetase
domain intact (Figure 2A). The essentiality of the SpoT ppGpp
synthetase domain in WT but not in the DBaGTA background
suggested that ppGpp acts as a repressor of BaGTA. Indeed,
increase in ppGpp levels using a constitutively active E. coli
ppGpp synthase (RelA1–455 [Schreiber et al., 1991]) allele causes
strong repression of BaGTA induction (Figure 1B). Further-
more, we reasoned that a marked drop in cellular ppGpp
levels should be observed coinciding with induction of BaGTA.
High-performance liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
measurements of the cellular nucleotide pool confirmed that
ppGpp levels are lowest at the time window of BaGTA induction
in M199 (Figure 2B).
If ppGpp acts as amaster repressor of BaGTA induction, addi-
tional components of the ppGpp signaling network should show
a marked increase in Tn insertion in DBaGTA, similar to the spoT
gene. Indeed, we found 63 Tn insertions within the guanosine(red line, see STAR Methods) reveals two maxima of transfer: a narrow peak
centered on the Bartonella prophage (BAP) and a broad peak centered at the
origin of run of replication (OriROR). See also Figure S1.
(D) Identification of the OriROR based on the Tn insertion ratio between input
and output libraries within intergenic sequences. The genome annotation track
with Tn insertions recovered from the control experiment (gray bars) and the
donor experiment (blue bars) are indicated.
Table 1. DNA Transfer Characteristics of BaGTA and BAP Locus
BaGTA Locus BAP Locus
Genome position of OriROR (kb) 1,680,170 ± 6,500 386,016
Genome-wide transduction
efficiency (%)
58.72 0.38
Maximal efficiency (%) 100 21.16
Minimal efficiency (%) 40.38 <0.5
Mean BaGTA particles produced 88 ± 1 NA
Half-maximal distance from
OriROR (kb)
619.5 ± 11.9 14.6
OriROR, run-off replication origin; BaGTA, Bartonella gene transfer agent;
BAP, Bartonella prophage; NA, not applicable.pentaphosphate (pppGpp) hydrolase gene gppA (BH09810)
compared with 17 for the WT control (Figure 2A and Table S2).
In E. coli disruption of gppA abrogates the hydrolysis of pppGpp,
resulting in low levels of ppGpp (Mechold et al., 2013). In
addition, we found that the nitrogen regulatory ptsN gene
(BH00180) and the enolase gene (BH05720) catalyzing the inter-
conversion of 2-phosphoglycerate into phosphoenolpyruvate
are exclusively dispensable in DBaGTA (Figure 2A) The ptsN
and enolase genes showed a more than 5-fold increase in
himar insertions in the DBaGTA background compared with
WT (3 versus 17, and 7 versus 41 insertions) (Table S2). Similarly,
fruB (BH01410), which encodes for a sugar phosphotransferase
system (PTS) involved in the regulation of carbohydrate uptake,
showed a more than 4-fold increase in Tn insertions in DBaGTA
compared with WT (133 versus 32 insertions) (Table S2). In
Pseudomonas putida, fruB is interlinked with the PTSNtr system,
leading to a sensor-actuator device that integrates nitrogen
and carbon availability (Pfl€uger-Grau and de Lorenzo, 2014). In
Caulobacter crescentus, it has been recently shown that upon
nitrogen starvation, the PTSNtr system inhibits the hydrolase ac-
tivity of SpoT leading to elevated ppGpp production (Ronneau
et al., 2016). Similarly, our data suggest that the B. henselae
PTSNtr-SpoT-ppGpp signaling system (Table S3) senses the
cellular metabolic state and represses BaGTA under nitrogen
and carbon starvation conditions.
In addition, we found that the vceAB genes (BH12700,
BH12710) annotated as multidrug efflux system and the phaAD
pH-adaptation genes (BH16460, BH16440) showed reduced
Tn insertion rates in WT compared with the DBaGTA strain.
This suggests that BaGTA perceives additional signaling inputs
in response to changes in pH homeostasis and stress cues.
Similarly, we found the outer membrane protein BH10650, the
prophage integrase BH09580, as well as six hypothetical pro-
teins (BH04560, BH09950, BH00080, BH03800, BH15430, and
BH08580) to be essential in the WT but dispensable in the
DBaGTA background. Whether these genes encode compo-
nents at the periphery of the ppGpp signaling network or alterna-
tive pathways repressing the transcriptional activation of the
BaGTA locus remains to be further investigated.
The BaGTA System Promotes Genome-wide DNA
Transfer
To obtain a quantitative view on the transduction efficiency of
BaGTA, we performed a second set of multiplexed TnSeq ex-periments. We generated a high-complexity himar donor library
and used the Tn-associated Gmr resistance cassette as selec-
tion marker to quantify genome-wide DNA transfer into recip-
ient cells. To follow unidirectional DNA transfer, we used a
recipient strain tagged with a plasmid-encoded Kmr resistance
cassette, as this plasmid is not transferred by BaGTA (see
above and STAR Methods). Out of 67,681 unique Tn insertions
from the donor library, we recovered 59,488 Tn mutants in the
double-resistant recipient library (Table S1). Within the donor li-
brary, Tn insertions were uniformly distributed across the
genome. However, after BaGTA-dependent transduction, Tn
insertions frequency peaked in proximity to the BaGTA gene
cluster. We compared global insertion density between control
and donor output libraries using a 1-kb sliding window (Fig-
ure 2C) and fitted the genome-wide transduction data with a
bidirectional exponential decay function (STAR Methods). The
global transduction maximum of BaGTA is located at genome
position 1,680,170 ± 6,500 bp corresponding to the region of
the Bartonella ROR origin (Figure 2C and Table 1). Across the
entire genome, we measured an average transduction effi-
ciency of 58.72% and a minimal efficiency of 40.38% at the
genome locations opposite to the region surrounding the
ROR origin (genome coordinate 714,646 ± 6,500 bp).
Furthermore, we observed only a mild decrease in transduction
efficiency when moving away from the ROR region as illus-
trated by a decay constant of 1.61 3 106 per base pair. There-
fore, the DNA replication forks initiated at the ROR are highly
processive, covering on average 1.24 Mb ± 23.8 kb of chromo-
somal DNA.
These findings demonstrate that any part of the B. henselae
chromosome transduces with a high frequency into recipient
cells. Moreover, correlation between the transduction effi-
ciency and the position relative to the ROR origin indicate
that ROR is active in BaGTA-expressing cells (Figure 2C and
Table 1). In addition, we observed a second, less prominent
local transduction maximum at genome coordinate 386 kb
corresponding to the Bartonella prophage (BAP) locus. How-
ever, in contrast to the global transduction coverage of the
ROR, the transduction peak centered at the BAP site was
indicative of a localized transfer, with a packing range of
29.2 kb, which agrees well with the predicted size of BAP (Als-
mark et al., 2004). This suggests that both the BAP and
BaGTA are capable of promoting genetic exchange, but only
BaGTA promotes generalized transduction of the Bartonella
genome.
To fine-map the location of the run-off replication origin, we
searched for genomic regions showing specific loss of Tn
insertion in the donor output library as compared with the
outgrowth control experiment. We reasoned that any Tn inser-
tion targeting the ROR locus will abrogate initiation of DNA
replication and, thus, will not be transduced into recipient cells.
The most dramatic loss of insertions occurred within an 893-
bp-long region (genome position 1,656,090 to 1,656,983, Fig-
ure S1) for which we recovered 45 unique Tn hits in the control
library but not a single insertion event in the donor output library
(Figure 2D). This region encompasses a 555 bp-long intergenic
sequence as well as a 338-bp-long segment spanning the
50 portion of the gene BH14490 (renamed brrC, for Bartonella
ROR) (Table S6). Previous estimates on the ROR locationCell Systems 4, 611–621, June 28, 2017 615
Figure 3. Identification of Bartonella Genes Involved in HGT
(A) Donor transfer Z-score calculated by comparative TnSeq analysis reveals a prominent multi-gene cluster (red dots) spanning the BaGTA locus and the ROR
segment. In addition, components of the branched-chain amino acid transport system (livGFHJM, blue dots) cause impairment of BaGTA. Negative values in the
donor transfer Z score indicate a decrease in BaGTA transduction efficiency while positive values show an increase.
(B) Tn insertions recovered from the control (gray bars) and the donor experiment (blue bars) are shown above and below the genome annotation track of the
BaGTA cluster, with identified BaGTA genes highlighted in red and essential genes of BaGTA shown in purple.
(C) Selected BaGTA donor genes identified by TnSeq were validated by co-cultivation experiments using individual Tn mutants. Analysis of single Tn mutants
within bgtEHIJ and brrE demonstrate complete abrogation of HGT. The control specifies a wild-type strain with an antibiotic marker at a neutral locus. The
averaged log10 transformed frequency of double resistant bacteria (log recipient frequency) obtained after 24 hr co-culture and associated SDs are displayed
(n=3). See also Figures S1 and S2.based on sequence conservation have also linked brrC with the
site of ROR replication initiation (Berglund et al., 2009). brrC is
positioned within a putative operon that includes BH14520 (re-
named brrF) (Table S7), which encodes for a TOPRIM domain,
a conserved catalytic domain found in type IA and II topoiso-
merases, and DnaG-type primases (Aravind et al., 1998). The
gene upstream (BH14480, renamed brrB) (Table S7) to the
mapped ROR region lacked Tn insertions in both the donor
and control TnSeq experiments, pinpointing to an essential
negative regulator of ROR replication initiation. In agreement
with this hypothesis, brrB possesses an HTH DNA binding
domain and has homology to the TraY protein. In E. coli,
TraY binds and regulates the oriT functions of the conjugative
F plasmid (Frost et al., 1994). By a similar mechanism, BrrB
from B. henselae might bind and repress activity of the neigh-
boring ROR.
The functional link between the ROR activity and the fre-
quency of BaGTA-mediated transfer constitute a remarkable
difference from the RcGTA system, which functions without
known ROR and exhibits no significant packaging bias (Hynes
et al., 2012).616 Cell Systems 4, 611–621, June 28, 2017Core Components of the BaGTA System Are Clustered
within an 80 kb-Long Genome Segment
Within the donor output library, we expected depletion of Tn
insertions associated with genes required for production and
release of BaGTA particles from donor cells. To globally identify
such inner-circle components of BaGTA (core components), we
calculated a DNA transfer Z-score for each protein-coding
sequence by comparing insertion frequency in control and
output libraries (Tables S4 and S6). As genes within close linkage
to the BaGTA locus display a higher likelihood for transduction
than genes positioned further apart, we used the experimentally
determined global transduction function to correct for position-
specific insertion bias within the output library. For each of the
1,612BartonellaORFs, we calculated a Z-scoremetric and iden-
tified 74 BaGTA donor genes that exhibit a significantly lower
(Z-score < 3.5, p = 0.0002, Table S4) and 29 genes displaying
significant higher Tn insertion coverage (Z-score > 3.0, p =
0.0013) (Figure 3A and STAR Methods).
Among the top-ranked BaGTA donor genes, we identified a
78.8-kb multi-gene locus (Figures 3A and S2), which we termed
the bgt gene cluster (forBartonellaGTA). This region was flanked
on both sides by cryptic prophage integrases and cumulatively
encompassed 66 annotated protein-coding genes including 29
genes required for BaGTA-mediated gene transfer. At the 50
end of the BaGTA genome region, we found a cluster composed
of 11 genes (named bgtA to bgtK) (Table S7) that belonged to the
bona fide GTA locus (Figure 3B) as previously inferred by
sequence conservation analysis (Guy et al., 2013). In addi-
tion, we found seven genes grouped around the fine-mapped
ROR segment (Figure 3B), which we termed brrA to brrG (for
Bartonella run-off replication) as well as 11 orphan BaGTA genes
named bgtL to bgtO, bgtPQR, and bgtS to bgtV (Figures 3B and
Table S7). In addition to numerous hypothetical proteins, the
identified BaGTA genes encompass structural phage compo-
nents for capsid (bgtG), base-plate and tail fibers (bgtC), and
phage endolysins such as endosialidases (bgtD), highlighting
the phage-derived origin of BaGTA (Table S7). The gene organi-
zation of the bgt locus and corresponding himar insertions
recovered from the control and donor output TnSeq experiments
are detailed in Figure 3B.
Interspersed within the bgt multi-gene locus, we also found
ten ORFs that lacked himar insertions in both TnSeq measure-
ments and, thus, likely encode essential proteins. Four ORFs
corresponded to genes involved in purine and folate metabolism
(purEK, BH14400) and peptidoglycan synthesis (murA), while six
of the essential ORFs are annotated as hypothetical protein but
likely encode components that repress BaGTA induction or
regulate activity of the ROR (BH14150 bgtL, BH14200 bgtM,
BH14240 bgtO, BH14330 bgtR, BH14480 brrB, and BH14500
brrD). In support of this hypothesis, bgtLMO and bgtR, while
essential in the WT background, became specifically dispens-
able in the DBaGTA background, indicating that these compo-
nents are likely repressors of BaGTA. Thus, in addition to essen-
tial host genes, additional essential factors of BaGTA ensure
genetic stability of the gta locus.
To validate our findings from the TnSeq analysis, we used a
panel of individual Tn insertion mutants for a subset of the iden-
tified bgt genes (Que´batte et al., 2013) as donor. Subsequent
quantification of transduction efficiencies revealed that inser-
tions within bgtEHIJ and brrS completely abrogates genetic ex-
change (frequency <107.5, Figure 3C) confirming the require-
ment of these genes for a functional BaGTA. A Tn mutant in
bgtA encoding for a lysozyme displayed a 36-fold reduction in
transduction efficiency but did not abrogate GTA activity
completely (Figure 3C). This suggests that bgtA is likely required
for efficient lysis and release of phage-like particles but that alter-
native lysis mechanisms may also exist. We conclude that at
least 24 BaGTA donor genes distributed within the 80 kb-long
genome region form the core components of the BaGTA trans-
duction machinery.
To define outer circle (or peripheral) components required for
efficient BaGTA particle production, we searched for BaGTA
donor genes genetically unlinked to the gta locus. Among factors
that causedstrong impairment ofBaGTAwhenmutated,we iden-
tified five genes livFGHJM (BH08250–BH08290) encoding for a
high-affinity branched-chain amino acid transport system as
well as a putative proline permease gene (BH06520, proY). In
agreement with these observations, we found that a Tn mutant
ofproY showedmore than64-fold reduction inBaGTA transfer ef-
ficiency (Figure 3CandTable S2).We identified several additionalgenes involved in amino acid metabolism including proA, proC,
cysQ, and tyrC genes. These findings suggest that imbalances
in intracellular levels of multiple amino acids inhibit proper func-
tioning of BaGTA, possibly by increasing cellular ppGpp levels.
Accordingly, in addition to nitrogen and carbon starvation condi-
tions, spoT is also induced upon ribosome stalling. We identified
the 16S rRNA methyltransferase gene gidB, the 23S rRNA pseu-
douridine synthase gene rsmG (BH02610), as well as rplY and
rpmE encoding the 50S ribosomal protein L25 and I31 as addi-
tional critical determinants required for BaGTA activity. Taken
together, these data suggest that the amino acid metabolism
and the fidelity of ribosomes both serve as inputs that repress
the activity of BaGTA, possibly in a ppGpp-dependent manner.
In total, our data suggest that BaGTA donor activity does not
only rely on the genes encoding the structural components
that likely compose the released phage-like particles, but also
depends on an extended set of accessory genes, possibly of
phage origin, scattered in a80-kb region around the previously
identified BaGTA locus. These components constitute what we
defined as the inner-circle components of BaGTA. Among these
are found components of the ROR, suggesting that a functional
ROR activity is linked to the production of BaGTA. Furthermore,
our analysis implies a regulatory role for components that
directly act on the metabolic state of the bacteria, supporting
the view that a low ppGpp concentration is a prerequisite for
BaGTA activation.
BaGTA Particle Uptake Preferentially Targets Cells with
Active Division in a Competence-Related Mechanism
To understand the fate of the released BaGTA particles and
identify genome-wide determinants required for BaGTA uptake
and chromosomal integration of the cargo DNA, we performed
a third set of multiplexed TnSeq experiments. We reasoned
that Tn insertions disrupting genes required for recipient func-
tions are lost upon selection for cells that underwent GTA-medi-
ated transduction. We thus generated a gentamycin-resistant
himar library (complexity >106) in a DBaGTA strain (DbgtCD)
and selected for acquisition of a chromosomal kanamycin resis-
tance marker from a BaGTA-competent donor strain (STAR
Methods). Cells resistant to both antibiotics were recovered to
yield a recipient output Tn mutant library (Table S8). As control,
we subjected the input Tn library in DBaGTA background to an
outgrowth in M199 (Table S6). For each Bartonella protein-
coding sequence, we calculated the DNA uptake Z-score and
compared Tn insertion frequencies in both recipient output and
control libraries (Table S4 and STAR Methods). Cumulatively,
we identified 107 BaGTA susceptibility genes with significant
decrease in Tn insertion rate (Z-score >3, p < 0.0013, Table
S5). BaGTA susceptibility genes are distributed along the entire
B. henselae chromosome (Figure 4A).
DNA uptake by recipient cells is a multistep process, requiring
docking of BaGTA particles to a surface receptor, translocation
of the cargo DNA over the outer and inner membranes, and
subsequent integration into the host chromosome. To gain
mechanistic insights into the DNA uptake process, we classified
the 107 BaGTA susceptibility genes according to their sub-
cellular localization using our previously curated genome-wide
B. henselae protein localization atlas (Stekhoven et al., 2014).
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Figure 4. Identification of Bartonella Genes Involved in BaGTA Uptake
(A) DNA uptake Z-score calculated by comparative TnSeq analysis reveals genes involved in the uptake and incorporation of BaGTA DNA in recipient bacteria.
Negative values indicate a decrease of BaGTA uptake and positive values, an increase. Highlighted are components of the Tol-Pal trans-envelopemodule (green)
belonging to the divisome machinery and the identified competence and recombination pathway (brown). Metabolic components that presumably impair cell
division such as the putative proline-specific permease proY or three components of the Pts (phosphate transport system) encoded by pstA, B, and C are
highlighted in purple.
(B) Genome annotation track for selected genes with himar insertions recovered from control (gray bars) and recipient experiment (green bars).
(C) Scheme of the identified components of the Tol-Pal trans-envelopemodule involved in BaGTA particle uptake. OM, outer membrane; PP, periplasm; IM, inner
membrane.
(D) Validation of the TnSeq results by co-cultivation experiments using individual Tn insertionmutants. Displayed are the averaged log10 transformed frequency of
double resistant bacteria (log recipient frequency) obtained after 24 hr co-culture and associated SDs (n = 3). Mutations in the competence genes dprA, comEC,
and comM and the outer circle components proY and pstA,B,C affecting cell-growth (blue) show reduced DNAuptake rates comparedwith thewild-type control.
The control specifies a wild-type strain with an antibiotic marker at a neutral locus.
(E) Scheme of the identified competence module required for BaGTA DNA uptake. See also Figure S3.sites, we identified two cell surface-exposed outer membrane
proteins including the hbpC gene (BH02550) that encodes for
the hemin-binding protein C and BH10650 that encodes for a
TolC-family type-I secretion protein. In E. coli, the TolC protein
is involved in maintaining outer membrane integrity and serves
as the outer membrane receptor for entry of the bacteriophage
TLS (German and Misra, 2001). Several bacteriophages are
able to translocate the outer membrane by a two-receptor sys-
tem, whereby one receptor is used for initial binding and the
second for translocation. Our data suggest that BaGTA trans-
location may involve a similar two-receptor system with HbpC
and TolC as likely candidates.
Among the top-ranking BaGTA susceptibility components,
we discovered a module composed of seven genes that encode
for a trans-envelope spanning machinery coordinating the
invagination of the multi-layered cell envelope at the divi-
sion site (Figure S3 and Table S5). Among them, we found
BH05630 (renamed dipM) coding for an outer membrane-
associated peptidoglycan endopeptidase, the peptidoglycan
carboxypeptidase DacA1 (BH06160) as well as an AmiC-like hy-
drolytic amidase (BH08710, renamed amiC). Homologs of these618 Cell Systems 4, 611–621, June 28, 2017periplasmic proteins are widespread, and have been shown to
localize to the division site to permit septal peptidoglycan re-
modeling and facilitate cell separation (Goley et al., 2010; Mo¨ll
et al., 2010; Uehara et al., 2010). In addition, among the top-
ranked BaGTA susceptibility genes, we identified tolQRA and
the pal gene encoding the peptidoglycan-associated outer
membrane lipoprotein Pal (Figures 4B and 4C). In E. coli, tolQRA
and pal are components of the Tol-Pal trans-envelope system
that enable outer membrane constriction during active cell divi-
sion (Gerding et al., 2007). The E. coli Tol-Pal system is important
for maintaining outer membrane integrity, and its role in facili-
tating phage infection has been reported (Bernadac et al., 1998).
Based on these observations, we speculated that cells with an
active division status, a functional Tol-Pal system, and a septal
peptidoglycan remodeling apparatus are preferential targets
for BaGTA particle attachment and DNA uptake. Indeed, DNA
uptake rates of a marked tolQ disruption mutant were 70-fold
reduced compared with WT controls (Figure 4D and STAR
Methods). However, Tn insertions within spoT were not signifi-
cantly enriched the recipient experiment. Therefore, in contrast
to BaGTA particle formation, low ppGpp levels do not activate
Figure 5. BaGTA Promotes Genetic Exchange among the Fittest Subpopulation of Cells
(A) Replication cycle of BaGTA mediating horizontal gene transfer in B. henselae. BaGTA is induced during optimal growth and low cellular levels of ppGpp.
BaGTA particles are released upon cell lysis and adsorb to the divisome complex of dividing recipient cells, where DNA uptake and integration is mediated by the
competence and recombination machinery of the bacterial cell.
(B) Scheme explaining how BaGTA may promote evolvability among the fittest subpopulation during B. henselae infection cycle.DNA-uptake functions. Rather, our analysis suggests that
BaGTA preferentially targets actively replicating cells as binding
of the particles requires divisome-specific cell surface markers
(Figure 5A).
Furthermore, we identified comEC and comF as components
that translocate BaGTA DNA across the inner membrane. The
trans-membrane protein ComEC is involved in translocation of
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) into the cytoplasm while the
ComF protein is thought to assist ComEC in transporting DNA.
This suggests that the broadly conserved competence genes
are responsible for BaGTA DNA uptake across the inner mem-
brane into the cytoplasm (Figure 4E). Out of the 107GTA suscep-
tibility genes, we identified 38 cytoplasmic proteins. Among
the top cytosolic hits involved in BaGTA uptake were the DNA
repair gene radA, recombination gene recA, the Holliday junction
helicase recG, the DNA processing factor dprA, the excision
repair nuclease uvrB, the DNA topoisomerase IV parE, and the
competence factor comM. Using individual Tn dprA, comEC,
and comM mutants as recipients, we found a more than 1,000-
fold reduction in marker uptake (Figure 4D). We propose that
these seven genes, commonly associated with the integra-
tion of ssDNA in other organism, constitute the recombination
machinery that catalyzes the successful integration of BaGTA
DNA into the chromosome of recipient cells, with DprA targeting
the ssDNA delivered by ComEC directly to RecA, promoting
its loading and the subsequent integration by homologous
recombination.
DISCUSSION
We combined quantitative single-cell FACS reporter studies with
multiplexed TnSeq analyses to define the regulatory networks
and molecular determinants of BaGTA that mediate DNA trans-
fer from donor to recipient cells. Using a GFP-based FACS re-
porter assay, we found that BaGTA is heterogeneously induced
during a short time window within a subpopulation of rapidly
proliferating cells, possibly at the onset of exponential growth.
Our systems-genetic experiments derived from TnSeq mea-
surements support two further key features for BaGTA (Figure 5).
First, because the alarmone ppGpp is a key repressor of BaGTAinduction, only healthy cells can serve as DNA donors within
the population. Second, uptake of donor DNA is likely restricted
to actively dividing cells, as a plausible consequence of BaGTA
tropism toward components of the divisome. Considering popu-
lation dynamics, these findings clearly support the logical argu-
ment that an individual bacterium with a high fitness cost
mutation is less likely to take up transduced DNA as the result
of its dilution in a competing set-up.While ourmultiplexed TnSeq
analysis reveals a broad panel of inner- and outer-circle compo-
nents of BaGTA, additional essential genes that contribute to the
functioning of BaGTA likely exist, and further studies will be
required to decipher the precise involvement of the individual
components identified to the global processes described.
Taken together, our findings suggest that both the induction of
BaGTA particle formation and uptake preferentially occur within
a cell subpopulation that experience rapid cell proliferation. In
evolutionary terms, this suggests that BaGTA is tuned toward
achieving high rates of DNA exchange between the fittest bacte-
ria within a population. This would maintain the species’ overall
genetic stability and promote the propagation of beneficial traits
among the fittest subpopulations of cells (Figure 5A). Combina-
tion of ppGpp-dependent BaGTA induction with cell division-
dependent particle adsorption (Figure 5B) provides an excellent
strategy to promote evolvability and to circumvent Muller’s
ratchet in isolated bacterial communities. Furthermore, such
genome-wide HGT would preferentially occur when the bacteria
reach a favorable environment, such as their replicative niche in
the mammalian host or the midgut of their arthropod vector.
Thus, the wide spread of BaGTA among Bartonella species
appears to present strong evidence of evolvability within these
ubiquitous zoonotic pathogens, which increases their capacity
to generate descendants with increased fitness and acquire
new adaptive characteristics for efficient host infection. More-
over, the strict conservation of BaGTA observed across the
bartonellae suggests that it supports an essential function during
the infection cycle of these bacteria, where a high selection
pressure could avoid the emergence of cheaters. Further studies
should determine whether GTA-mediated HGT takes place in the
mammalian host, where it would provide an excellent strategy to
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alternative, but not exclusive, possibility is that this process
happens in the arthropod vector. Despite constituting a separate
transmission bottleneck, the lumen of the arthropod gut also
constitutes a potential melting pot for genetically diverse geno-
types with distinct successful infection history.
Besides the RcGTA system, only few other GTA systems have
been characterized to date. Our study indicates that despite a
distinct origin, the later steps of DNA uptake and integration
into recipient cells seem conserved between BaGTA and RcGTA
(Brimacombe et al., 2014, 2015), suggesting a shared uptake
mechanism between all GTA systems. This also supports the
emerging view that GTA-mediated DNA transfer may generally
be considered as a form of transformation rather than transduc-
tion or conjugation (Redfield, 2001; Brimacombe et al., 2015;
Takeuchi et al., 2014; Hynes et al., 2016).
It is very likely that similar examples of phage-derived systems
will emerge as functional analysis of sequenced genomes prog-
ress. In this context, our study also provides a methodological
framework that can be applied to analyze and decipher the func-
tionality of any gene transfer machinery at the systems level and
should contribute towardextendingour understandingof themo-
lecular mechanisms underlying HGT in bacterial communities.STAR+METHODS
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Bacterial Strains and Growth Condition
All bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in the key resource table. B. henselae strains were grown at 35C for
2 days on Columbia agar supplemented with 5% sheep blood (CBA agar) in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. E. coli
strains were cultured in either liquid or solid (1.5% agar) Luria-Bertani (LB) medium at 37C and 200 rpm. Plasmids were introduced
into B. henselae by conjugation from a derivative of the E. coli MFDpir strain (Ferrie`res et al., 2010) as described previously (Dehio
and Meyer, 1997). Unless otherwise indicated, antibiotics and other supplements were used at the following concentrations: (i)
B. henselae: 10 mg ml-1 gentamycin (Gm), 30 mg ml-1 kanamycin (Km), 100 mg ml-1 streptomycin (Sm) or 50 mg ml-1 spectinomycin
(Sp), 500 mg ml-1 isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranosid (IPTG); (ii) E. coli: 200 mg ml-1 ampicillin (Ap), 20 mg ml-1 Cm, 20 mg ml-1 Gm,
50 mg ml-1 Km, 50 mg ml-1 Sp or 1 mM 2,6-diaminopimelic acid (DAP).
Authentication of Cell Lines Used
The Bartonella strains used in this study are all derivative of the spontaneous streptomycin resistant variant of Bartonella henselae
ATCC 49882T (Schulein and Dehio, 2002). The strain was authentified by DNA sequencing of multiple PCR-amplified regions and
comparison to the reference sequence (Alsmark et al., 2004).
Construction of Himar Delivery Plasmid
To perform TnSeq selection experiments, we constructed a himarI Tn delivery plasmid. To this end, a himar transposable cassette
composed of an outward-pointing Ptac/lac+ promoter, a gentamycin resistance gene and an illumina adapter sequence linker
flanked by himar repeat sequences was constructed and ligated into XbaI digested pHS006tag004 (Saenz et al., 2007). To generate
stable himarI insertions, the himarI Tn delivery plasmid contains a himar transposase gene that resides outside of the transposable
cassette. The transposable cassette contains a marker that upon genomic integration confers resistance to gentamicin to the host.
The transposase gene itself is not transferred to the host genome ensuring stability of insertion mutations. The himarI transposon
cassette was constructed as follows: a synthetic DNA template carrying the illumine adapter linker sequence was re-amplified
using primers prMQ1736 and prMQ1730. The gentamicin resistance cassette was amplified from pML001 (Que´batte et al., 2013)
using prMQ1735 and prMQ1735 with the high fidelity iProof DNA polymerase (Biorad). The Ptac/lac promoter was amplified fromCell Systems 4, 611–621.e1–e6, June 28, 2017 e2
a derivative of pCD353 (Dehio et al., 1998) using prMQ1706a and prMQ1777. The 3 fragments were assembled by SOEing PCR using
prMQ1736 x prMQ1777, the resulting DNA fragment purified and digested by AvrII and ligated into XbaI digested pHS006tag004
(Saenz et al., 2007) yielding pMQ999. Primer sequences are provided in Table S8.
Construction of Targeted Chromosomal Mutations
Chromosomal insertions or deletions of B. henselae were generated by a two-step gene replacement procedure as described in
(Schulein and Dehio, 2002). In brief, integration of the suicide plasmid into the Smr recipient was selected by plating the conjugation
mixtures on CBA plates containing 30 mg ml-1 Km for 7-10 days. Independent clones were expanded on CBA-Km plates. Negative
selection was performed on CBA plates containing 100 mgml-1 Sm and 100 mgml-1 IPGT plates to select for the loss of the integrated
plasmid and clones harboring the expected insertion or deletion were identified by overspanning PCR. Gene disruption by
incomplete duplication was performed as described in (Schulein and Dehio, 2002). In brief, integration of the suicide plasmid into
the recipient was selected by plating the conjugation mixtures on CBA plates containing 30 mg ml-1 Km plates for 7-10 days. Plasmid
recombination was confirmed by inside-out PCR.
BaGTA Reporter Strain
The plasmid to generate the chromosomal gfp-bgtC translational fusion was constructed as follows: flanking homologies regions
were amplified from B. henselae RSE247 DNA using primers prMQ1717 x prMQ1718 and prMQ1721 x prMQ1722. The gfpmut2
was amplified from pCD366 using prMQ1719 and prMQ1720). The 3 fragments were assembled by SOEing PCR using
prMQ1717 and prMQ1722. The resulting fragment was purified, digested by SalI and ligated into SalI-digested pTR1000 (Schulein
and Dehio, 2002) yielding pMQ149. Conjugation of pMQ149 into B. henselae strain RSE247 followed by positive and negative selec-
tion resulted in B. henselae strain MQB1366.
Deletion of bgtC-bgtD
the plasmid to generate the in-frame deletion of bgtC-bgtD (BH13960-BH13970) was constructed by amplifying flanking homologies
regions from B. henselae RSE247 using primers prMQ1357 x prMQ1358 and prMQ1355 x prMQ1356. Both fragments were assem-
bled using prMQ1355 x prMQ1357, digested with XbaI and ligated into XbaI digested pTR1000 yielding pMQ075. Conjugation of
pMQ075 into B. henselae strain MQB528 followed by positive and negative selection resulted in B. henselae strain MQB1028.
Disruption of tolQ
The plasmid used to disrupt tolQ by incomplete gene duplication was constructed as follows: a 524 bp fragment comprising a 499 bp
internal tolQ fragment of flanked by two stop codons and two EcoRI sites (gBLOCKs-tolQ) was digested by EcoRI and cloned into the
corresponding sites of pBG01 (Schulein and Dehio, 2002), resulting in pMQ169_O1. Conjugation of pMQ169_O1 into B. henselae
strain MQB1028 resulted in B. henselae strain MQB1662.
E. coli RelA1-455 Expression Construct
A 1411 bp fragment encoding a constitutive active allele of E. coli relA (amino acids 1-445, (Schreiber et al., 1991)) was amplified from
MG1655 boiled colonies using primers prMQ1889 x prMQ1890. The resulting fragment was purified, digested by NotI and EcoRI and
ligated into the corresponding site of pBZ485a. Sequencing of the resulting plasmid revealed different mutations upstream from the
start codon for all tested clones, suggesting toxicity of the construct forE. coli in that plasmid backbone. Plasmid pMQ165.1 (carrying
the mutation CCCGGGGATC instead of CAAG—ATCwithin prMQ1889 sequence) was conjugated into B. henselae strain MQB1366
resulting in MQB1633. Functionality of the construct was confirmed by the experimental read-out.
METHOD DETAILS
Flow Cytometry
Determination of BaGTA transcriptional activity by flow cytometry was performed as follows. B. henselae strains were grown on CBA
plates supplemented with appropriated antibiotics and grown in a humidified atmosphere at 35C and 5% CO2 for three days fol-
lowed by re-streaking on fresh CBA plates and growth for 48 h. The bacteria were resuspended in medium M199 supplemented
with 10% FCS (M199 hereafter) at a final OD600 nm of 0.008 and incubated in 48 well plates in a humidified atmosphere at 35
C
and 5%CO2. Expression of the chromosomal gfp reporter was measured as GFP fluorescence using a FACSCalibur flow cytometer
(BDBiosciences) with an excitation at 488 nm. The effect ofE. coliRelA1-455 overexpressionwas performed as described above in the
presence of 0.5 M IPTG as inducer. Data analysis was performed using the FlowJo software and geometric mean of the GFP fluo-
rescence intensities were used for calculation of promoter activity. All experiments were performed as biological triplicates.
To determine the relative survival between off-state andGTA expressing cells,B. henselaewas induced for 6 hM199 and subjected
to cell sorting using an Aria III (BD Biosciences). At least 50’000 GFP-positive and GFP-negative cells were sorted from triplicated
samples. Sorted cells were resuspended in M199, subjected to serial dilution followed by plating on CBA. After 5-7 days, CFU
were determined and regrowth rate was determined for each condition as the ratio of observed CFU / sorted events. The relative
recovery rate was obtained by the recovery rate ratio between GFP positive and GFP negative cells. This experiment was performed
as biological triplicate.e3 Cell Systems 4, 611–621.e1–e6, June 28, 2017
GFP-Reporter Analysis by FACS and Data Modeling
The experimental data obtained from the FACS time course analysis of the bgtC-gfp reporter strains was baseline corrected and then
fitted with an empirical function capturing the characteristics of a latent phase followed by an exponential signal increase followed by
an exponential decay according to:
FðtÞ= 2Fpeak1
eli1ðtt1Þ + eld1ðtt1Þ
+
2Fpeak2
eli2ðtt2Þ + eld2ðtt2Þ
with Fpeak corresponding to the peak value of GFP positive cells, li and ld corresponding to the induction rate and decay rates and
t specifying the delay time when maximal titers of GFP positive cells are reached. The data was fitted using Levenberg-Marquart
algorithm (adjusted R-square 0.9831). We measure for the delay time t1 and t2 6.62 ± 0.44 h and 27.1 ± 4.0 h respectively and
for Fpeak1 and Fpeak2 14.11± 0.61% and 3.68 ±2.44%, induction constants li1 of 0.53 ± 0.26 and for li2 of 0.06 ± 0.06, and decay con-
stants ld1 of 0.62 ± 0.19 and for ld2 of 0.25 ± 0.48.
Co-cultivation Assay
Bacteria were grown for 2 days on CBA with appropriate antibiotics, resuspended in medium 199 supplemented with 10% FCS
(M199 hereafter) and diluted to a final OD600 of 0.008 per strain. Co-cultivation assays were performed using two B. henselae strains
carrying distinct resistancemarker inM199. For each tested condition 2 x 1mlM199were prepared, placed in 24well plates (Corning)
and incubated for 0 to 56 h at 35C and 5% CO2 in a water-saturated atmosphere. For donor assays, selection of double resistant
bacteria (DRB) and frequency determination was performed as follows. Bacteria were resuspended by pipetting and transferred
to 2 ml Eppendorf tubes. 10 ml of each culture was used to perform serial dilution and spotted on CBA containing 100 mg ml-1 Sm
or 100 mgml-1 Sm plus 10 mgml-1 Gm and/or 30 mgml-1Km. The rest of the culture was centrifuged for 5min at 5000 x g, resuspended
in 50 ml M199 and plated on CBA containing 100 mg ml-1 Sm, 10 mg ml-1 Gm and 30 mg ml-1Km. CFU were counted after 5-7 days
growth at 35C and 5% CO2. CFU/ml was determined for each growth condition and DRB frequency was calculated as the ratio
of DRB (Kmr, Gmr) / total bacteria (Smr) or DRB / Gmr bacteria when testing individual Tn mutants. To ensure directionality in donor
assays using individual Gmr Tn mutants, co-cultures were performed with the wild-type strain RSE247 harboring plasmid pCD366
conferring Kmr as recipient, since episomal DNA is not a substrate for BaGTA (results section).
In order to ensure directionality when testing individual Gmr himar mutants in recipient assays, we needed to establish a new se-
lection marker applicable for Bartonella selection. To this end, a derivative of pBZ485a carrying a spectinomycin (Sp) resistance
cassette was generated. The aminoglycoside adenylyltransferase aadA cassette was amplified from pGB2 (Churchward et al.,
1984) using prAH1111 and prAH1112, digested with MluI and EcoRV and ligated into MluI and NaeI digested pBZ485a yielding
pAH184. Primers sequence can be found in Table S8. Conjugation of pAH184 into B. henselae effectively conferred Spr. Therefore,
pAH184 was introduced in all Gmr himar mutants tested in recipient assays. Co-cultures were performed using the WT Kmr donor
MQB1562. 10 ml of each culture was used to perform serial dilution and spotted on CBA containing 100 mg ml-1 Sm or 50 mg ml-1
Sp plus 10 mg ml-1 Gm and/or 30 mg ml-1 Km. The rest of the culture was centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 x g, resuspended in 50 ml
M199 and plated on CBA containing 100 mg ml-1 Sp, 10 mg ml-1 Gm and 30 mg ml-1Km. CFU were counted after 5-7 days growth
at 35C and 5% CO2. CFU/ml was determined for each growth condition and recipient frequency was calculated as the ratio of
(Kmr Gmr Spr) / (Gmr Spr) CFU, yielding the frequency of DNA transfer per recipient. Uptake frequency for the tolQ disruption mutant
was normalized against total bacterial counts (Kmr Gmr Spr) / (Smr) CFU to account for the filamentous phenotype resulting from tolQ
disruption, as recipient CFU would not accurately captures the total amounts of bacterial cells. Each DNA transfer experiment was
performed as biological triplicate.
Transposon Mutagenesis and DNA Library Generation
Transposon Mutagenesis
Each himar Tn library was generated by conjugation of a pool of suicide plasmid (pMQ999), carrying a modified himar Tn using a
derivative of the E. coli strain MFDpir as donor strain. Conjugations were performed as described above. After 5 day of selective
growth on CBA, transconjugants were harvested in M199/10% FCS (M199) as 96 sub-pools of more than 10’000 CFU using 96
deep well plates (Eppendorf). For the generation of the donor library, each 96 sub-pools of transconjugants in the background of
the WT MQB528 were co-cultivated with B. henselae MQB1379 as recipient in 4 x 1 ml M199 at a final OD600 of 0.008 per strain.
After 24 h of co-cultivation, bacteria were collected into 2 x 96 deep well plates and centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 x g. Each pellet
was resuspended in 50 ml M199 and plated on CBA containing 100 mg ml-1 Sm, 10 mg ml-1 Gm and 30 mg ml-1Km. After 5 days,
DRB from each 96 co-cultures (c.a. 10’000) were collected in M199. OD600 was determined and the equivalent of 1 ml OD600 =
0.75 was transferred into a new 96 deep well plate, centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 x g. Pellets were stored at -80C until proceeding
with DNA extraction. The generation of the recipient library was performed similarly, with the following modifications: pMQ999 was
introduced into B. henselae strain MQB1028 (DbgtC-D, DBaGTA hereafter). The resulting 96 sub-libraries were used as recipient in
co-culture for 24 h with the donor B. henselae strain MQB1380. The input (control) libraries in WT and DBaGTA backgrounds were
generated by conjugation of pMQ999 into MQB1379 and MQB1028 carrying plasmid pCD366, respectively. For both library, 96 x
10’000 mutants were harvested and incubated for 24 h in M199 before plating, to match the treatment of the output libraries.Cell Systems 4, 611–621.e1–e6, June 28, 2017 e4
DNA Extraction and TnSeq DNA Library Generation
DNA extraction was performed using the DNeasy 96 Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instruction. Using a
two-step arbitrary PCR based strategy, Tn junctions were amplified in parallel from genomic DNA samples as previously reported
(Christen et al., 2011). First and second round of PCR amplification was performed in 10 ml reaction volume in 384 well PCR plates
on thermocycler instruments (C1000 touch, BioRad, Cressier, Switzerland) using Taq polymerase mix (BioMix Red, Bioline, USA).
To each PCR reaction 20ng genomic DNA or 1.5 ml of the first round PCR product was added as a template. For the first round of
PCR a Tn specific primer (TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT) was used with arbitrary PCR primers as previously described (Christen
et al., 2016) with the following modifications. To adjust the annealing probability of the semi-arbitrary primers to the low GC content
of the Bartonella genome, different arbitrary penta-nucleotide sequences were chosen (ACGCC, ACATC, AAATC, ATTTC). In addi-
tion, the arbitrary primers carried short barcode sequences for DNA library multiplexing. The first PCR amplification was performed
according to following thermocycling program: (1) 94C for 3 min, (2) 94C for 30 s, (3) 42C for 30 s, slope -1C/cycle, (4) 72C for
1min, (5) go to step 2, 6 times, (6) 94C for 30 s, (7) 58C for 30 s, (8) 72C for 1 min, (9) go to step 6, 25 times, (10) 72C for 3 min, (11)
12C hold. Products of the first round of PCR were further amplified in a second nested PCR step, using, Illumina paired-end primers
PE1.0 and PE2.0: (1) 94C for 3 min, (2) 94C for 30 s, (3) 64C for 30 s, (4) 72C for 1 min, (5) go to step 2, 30 times, (6) 72C for 3 min,
(7) 12C hold. PCR products derived from each Tn mutant library were separately pooled. PCR products corresponding to amplified
Tn junctions from each selection experiment were separated on a 2.5% agarose gel and DNA molecules between 200-700 bp
were size selected and purified over a silica column (Machery-Nagel, Switzerland). DNA sample concentration was quantified on
a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrometer and equimolar amount were pooled prior high-throughput sequencing.
Sequencing and Sequence Analysis
Transposon Sequencing
DNA samples were paired-end sequenced (2 x125 bases) on HiSeq Illumina instruments using Illumina sequencing chemistry version
v4 and sequencing primers PE1.0 and PE2.0. The DNA samples were quantified by qPCR for library viability and titrated to produce
approximately 2x108 clusters per HiSeq flow cell lane. Standard base-calling from raw images was performed using a phiX reference
spike-in according to the genome analyzer software suite OLB (Illumina). Sequencing was performed at the Functional Genomics
Center Z€urich, Z€urich, Switzerland.
Sequence Analysis and Mapping of Transposon Insertion Sites
Raw sequencing data processing and read alignment was performed using a custom sequence analysis pipeline based on Python,
Biopython (Cock et al., 2009), bwa (Li and Durbin, 2010) and Matlab routines as previously described (M. Christen et al., 2016). Low
quality reads (low phred scores) were discarded and Tn reads with at least a 15 bp long perfect match to the Himar transposon end
sequence [‘TATCAGCCAACCTGT’] were selected. In the wild-type B. henselae genome (BX897699.1) the k-mer [‘TATCAGCC
AACCTGT’] does not occur. The genomic insert size from each paired end read was inferred by testing for overlapping read
sequences between mate reads. Only read pairs with genomic inserts larger than 15 base pairs were selected. Sequencing strings
corresponding to the illumina adapters, Tn end or arbitrary PCR primers sequences were trimmed. Demultiplexing into the different
TnSeq selection experiments was performed according to a defined barcode sequence tag internal to the arbitrary primer sequence
(see above). Using bwa-07.12 (Li and Durbin, 2010), filtered Tn reads were aligned onto the Bartonella henselae Houston-1 NCBI
reference genome (BX897699.1). Reads with correct paired-end alignment, no mismatches within the first 15 bases of both
paired-end reads, and with an insert size smaller than 500 bases, were selected for subsequent analysis. The himar1 transposition
generates a two base pair long duplication upon integration, which was taken into account for subsequent insertion occurrence anal-
ysis. The location of a given Tn insertion was defined as the genome position of the first reference base detected adjacent to the Tn
end sequence. A customMatlab script was used to analyze global insertion statistics and calculate Tn insertion occurrence and dis-
tributions within each annotated GenBank feature of the B. henselae genome. Metrics and routines applied for this analysis have
been previously described (B. Christen et al., 2011; M. Christen et al., 2016). See the Quantification and Statistical Analysis section
for a description of the TnSeq analysis.
Quantification of ppGpp by LC-MS/MS
Quantification of cellular concentrations of ppGpp by LC-MS/MSwas performed as previously described in (Que´batte et al., 2013). In
brief, B. henselae WT was inoculated in M199/10% FCS at a final concentration of OD600 = 0.075 and incubated for 48 h. Cultures
were rapidly cooled on iced-water and harvested by centrifugation. Pellets werewashedwith PBS and aliquots were taken for protein
quantification. Pellets were resuspended in 300 ml of extraction solution (acetonitrile/methanol/ddH2O, 2/2/1, v/v/v) and extraction
was performed as described for cyclic-di-GMP (Spangler et al., 2010). Levels of ppGpp were measured by liquid chromatog-
raphy-tandemmass spectrometry on a QTRAP 5500mass spectrometer (AB SCIEX) coupledwith a Series 200 HPLCSystem (Perkin
Elmer Instruments). The ppGpp was detected in positive ionization mode via selected reaction monitoring (SRM). Liquid chromatog-
raphy separation was achieved on a porous graphitic carbon (Hypercarb) column. A linear gradient from 96% solvent A (10 mM
ammonium acetate, pH 10) and 4% solvent B (acetonitrile) to 60% solvent B over 8 min at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min was applied.
The column was re-equilibrated for further 4 min to reach the starting condition again. To determine the amount of protein in each
sample, 800 ml of 0.1 M NaOH was added to the bacteria culture aliquot, and the protein concentrations were determined with
the Protein Assay kit (BioRad) after heating the sample at 95C for 15 min. Measurements were repeated in triplicate and values
were expressed as ppGpp per mg of protein.e5 Cell Systems 4, 611–621.e1–e6, June 28, 2017
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Fitting of Growth and Transduction Data
The growth curve for the co-cultivation assay was fitted with Matlab’s built-in curve-fitting tool (cftool) using an empirical smoothing
spline fit based on a piecewise polynomial function (Smoothing parameter p = 0.99990086, goodness of fit: SSE: 0.02028, R-square:
0.9774, adjusted R-square: 0.943 and RMSE: 0.05187). To obtain quantitative insights into the transduction kinetics, we fitted the
observed transduction frequency as a time-delayed function proportional to the integrated GFP-expression rate of the first BaGTA
induction peak. The second GFP expression peak occurred after the transduction plateaued and, thus was not considered for fitting.
The GFP-expression rate was numerically integrated and normalized to obtain relative transduction frequencies between 0 and 1.
The time delay was calculated as the time difference between the half-maximal GFP expression of the integrated first GFP-expres-
sion peak and the half maximal transduction frequency observed in the experimental data.
Comparative TnSeq Analysis
Calculation of Global himar1 Insertion Densities and Fitting of Genome Transfer Function
For theGTA donor TnSeq dataset, global insertion densities across the 1.9MbBartonella genome, were calculated using awindow of
1000 bp and a step size corresponding to the insertion distance between consecutive insertions. To calculate a genome-transfer
function for the GTA system, insertion densities across the genome were fitted by Levenberg-Marquardt using a symmetrical
two-sided exponential decay function that progresses bidirectional along the circular Bartonella genome:
fðxÞ=a  eðlðmodððxqÞ;1ÞÞÞ +a  eðlðmodððqxÞ;1ÞÞÞ
Where x corresponds to the relative genome position, q corresponds to the relative genome position of the run-off replication origin
(ROR), l corresponds to the decay constant, a corresponds to the ratio between the maximum and minimal BaGTA efficiency
measured across the genome and mod() specifying the modulus function with a divisor of 1.
Genomic insertion densities were then normalized according to the fitted genome transfer function for BaGTA. To define the trans-
fer characteristics of the secondBartonella phage locus (BAP) Tn insertion densities were fitted by Levenberg-Marquardt in a second
iteration to obtain a genome transfer function for the Bap locus.
To define the precise location of the run-off replication (ROR) origin of BaGTA, the insertion ratio between the input library and the
BaGTA transferred library was determined for each intergenic region of the Bartonella genome using a 400 bp window. Minimum
insertion number for intergenic regions in the BaGTA transferred library was set to 1. A single maximum for the insertion ratio was
obtained for the intergenic region between BH14480 and BH14490 pinpointing to the ROR origin of the GTA system.
Essentiality Analysis and Calculation of Donor Transfer Z-score and Recipient Uptake Z-score
The metrics and statistical analysis for classification of protein coding sequences (CDS) into essential, promoting fitness, and non-
essential categories have been previously described (Christen et al., 2016). CDS were classified as essential if their non-disruptable
5’ portion covers more than 60% of the total CDS. In order to identify essential CDS with potential misannotated translational start
codons, CDS were classified as essential if the Tn insertion density was less than six-times the average insertion density measured
across the genome and has either a single Tn insertion gap covering more than 60% of the CDS or had two internal Tn gaps covering
more than 80%of the CDS. If the average Tn density was less than four-times the average insertion density across the genome but no
essentiality criterion was satisfied, CDS were classified as promoting fitness.
To derive quantitative gene fitness values and correct for the observed bias in himar transfer efficiency as a function of the distance
to the GTA or BAP locus, the insertion density of each gene was adjusted using the fitted transfer function for the GTA and the BAP
locus. For each Bartonella gene a donor transfer score was calculated based on a z-score metric comparing input Tn insertion fre-
quencies with the frequencies for the donor transfer selection experiment after normalizing for the positional bias of the GTA and BAP
system. Similarly, a recipient uptake score was calculated based on themean z-score comparing the insertion frequency of theM199
media selection for WT and a BaGTA deficient background against the recipient transfer frequency. Genes involved in repression of
the BaGTA locus, were identified according to following criteria. Genes were classified as essential in the WT background but were
dispensable when BaGTA was inactivated by a site-specific deletion. Furthermore, genes were required to exhibit a z-scores calcu-
lated based on the insertion differences observed that was greater than 2. The genome-wide results for each TnSeq experiments are
provided in Table S6.
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